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How to Use This Facilitator’s Guide
This facilitator’s guide was developed for the Workforce of the Future community, such as National
Workforce Planning and Development consultants and implementation specialists, regional committee
members, education trust career counselors and labor representatives.

This guide, a companion to the Workforce of the Future Conversation Toolkit, is meant to help you tailor presentations
about the Workforce of the Future across Labor Management Partnership audiences.

INSTRUCTIONS
To open the documents embedded in this facilitator’s guide, click on the image. Then you can save and print the
PDFs as needed.

DISTRIBUTION
This facilitator’s guide has been adapted online for use across all Kaiser Permanente regions. All content is for internal
use only and is subject to change.

CONTACT
For questions about this facilitator’s guide, please email lmp-feedback@kp.org.
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Frequently Asked Questions and Talking Points
Use this facilitator’s guide to help discuss Kaiser Permanente’s Workforce of the Future initiative and ways your
audience can adapt to changes in health care. Start by educating yourself with the Frequently Asked Questions.
Then use the Talking Points to speak with your audience about our organizational changes, their impact and ideas
to prepare for change in the workplace.

(Click the images to open the PDFs)
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LEAP Into the Future

Print and share LEAP Into the Future to inspire your audience to become lifelong learners and build the job skills of the
future with help from the Labor Management Partnership.

(Click the image to open the PDF)
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At a Glance

Print and share At a Glance with managers, labor leaders and executives to show what Workforce of the Future is,
why it matters and ways to prepare employees for the jobs of tomorrow.

(Click the image to open the PDF)
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10 Tips to Delivering an Awesome Presentation

Use 10 Tips to Delivering an Awesome Presentation to help speak to any audience clearly, confidently and effectively.

(Click the image to open the PDF)
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Prepare for the Jobs of Tomorrow Slide Deck

Use this presentation template at your next meeting to show your audience how our care delivery system is evolving
and discuss ways to prepare with help from the Workforce of the Future.

(Click the image to open the PowerPoint presentation)
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